A custom boat – perfectly you.
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To commission a custom built DALE is like no other
boating experience.
Your ownership begins on the drawing board – yours to be
built as you choose.
Individual interiors, traditional materials, the latest lightweight
composites, or a combination of both, your choices of
equipment, quirky little features, the smallest detail
– everything is hand crafted to be perfectly you.
There need be no compromise.
The high performance yacht featured on these pages was just
such a build – from the drawing board of John Corby, the
technology of a cedar strip/carbon fibre composite hull marries
perfectly with DALE’s traditional craftsmanship, technical ability
and superlative standards of finish.

DALE Corby 36 principal specifications.
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John Corby designed high performance hull
in cedar strip/epoxy composite
Superstructure in carbon fibre/foam sandwich composite
Interior fit out in a combination of carbon fibre and hardwood
Length over hull........................................................................................ 10.92m
Beam overall .................................................................................................. 3.17m
Draft ................................................................... 2.3m (dependent upon fit out)

Composite hull: cedar strips planks scarfed
together, then faired, sheathed in carbon fibre,
smoothed to a fine finish with epoxy coatings
and finished with Awlgrip paint.

Fuel capacity (approx.) ............................... 65 ltrs (14.5 gallons)
Electrics.................................................... 12V twin battery system
Engine ................................................ Yanmar 3YM 30SD Saildrive

The assurance of a hand-crafted build.
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From the keel upwards, every DALE is entirely created by our
own craftsmen. The solidity apparent on the surface runs right
through the boat. Engineering installations are meticulous.
Finishes are honed until we can perfect them no more.
Every stage of the build is monitored to the most exacting
standards to give you the dependability and total reassurance to
venture into whatever conditions you want to throw at your boat
– even the high stress rigours of top class racing.

The first step to commissioning a DALE...
Talk to us to discuss your ideas, requirements and even dreams

has set a new standard
‘‘ DALE
for the interior fit out of a
Corby Yacht and paid
meticulous attention to detail

’’

– from a high performance motor launch, performance racing
yacht or cruising yacht, to a 75ft motor yacht, in the latest
composites or traditional timber, we have the proven ability,
conviction and drive it takes to run from concept to launch.
Call Mike Reynolds on +44 (0)1646 600380

John Corby
or e-mail: info@dalenelson.co.uk
or visit: www.dalenelson.co.uk

DALE Custom Boat Builders,
Brunel Quay, Neyland Marina,
Neyland, Pembrokeshire, United Kingdom SA73 1PY
Tel: +44 (0)1646 600380

Fax: +44 (0)1646 600759
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